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MODELING THE SPACE WEATHERING-INDUCED OPTICAL ALTERATION OF LUNAR 
SOILS: FIRST RESULTS; Erich M. Fischer, Carle M. Pieters and Stephen F. Pratt; Department 
of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. 

Introduction: On atmosphereless bodies such as the Moon, space weathering processes alkx the optical 
properties of the surface material and consequently greatly interfere with accurate remote compositional 
interpretation. These optical effects increase systematically with increasing exposure and are superimposed upon 
spectral properties diagnostic of mineralogy. Because the optical properties of lunar soils are a function of both 
degree of surface exposure as well as composition, in order to accurately assess the composition of lunar soils 
using remotely acquired visible and near-infmed spectroscopic data, it is necessary to develop a physical model 
which quantitatively describes the alteration of lunar soil optical properties with exposure. A related issue is the 
need to determine what within the soil is responsible for altering the optical properties. Although work in the 
1970's (i.e., 1;2;3;4;5;6) initially addressed these issues. recent work by Fischer and Pieters (7;8), Pieters et al. (9) 
and Hapke (10) have refocussed attention on this subject and underlined the need for detailed analyses relating the 
petrographic and chemical features of soils at different evolutionary stages co their optical properties. To these 
ends, a consortium of collaborating scientists from Brown University (E.M. Fischer and C.M. Pieters), the Johnson 
Space Center @.S. McKay, L.P. Keller, R.V. Moms and SJ. Wentworth) and Indiana University (A. Basu) has 
been formed. Described here are the first results of modeling lunar optical alteration using a suite of Apollo 16 
soils. 
The In order to investigate and model the source of lunar soil optical alteration, a suite 

of five Apollo 16 soils of similar chemical compositions, but varying exposure ages was identified by the 
spectroscopy group at Brown (soils 61221, 67461,67701,63321 and 64801). The assumption underlying this 
analysis is that these five soils can be considered to be equivalent soils observed at different stages of evolution 
(spectroscopically, this appears to be a tenable assumption with the exception of 67461, which will therefore be 
excluded from this discussion). A goal of the consortium is to characterize in detail the petrographic, chemical and 
optical changes a soil (or soil components) of given composition undergoes with increasing exposure at the lunar 
surface. Of particular interest is to quantitatively relate the physical and chemical properties of the soils to optical 
properties. To date, four of the five soils have been sieved in freon to a range of size fractions extendin from 500- f lW0p.m to c10pn-1, have been measured for Is by ferromagnetic resonance (to characterize the degree o exposure), 
and have been spectroscopically measured from 0 . 3 ~  to 2 . 6 ~  (soil 63321 has not yet been analyzed). In 
addition, petrographic and chemical data are currently been collected. 

of size Shown in Fig. 1 are spectra of the bulk and size fractions of sub- 
mature soil 67701 (obtained at incidence=30° and emergencdo with the RELAB bi-directional spectrometer). 
The spectral systematics between the size k t i o n s  of 67701 are essentially identical to those of the other soils in 
the suite. These particle size analyses of the A 110 16 soil suite substantiate the conclusion of Pieters et al. (9) 
from study of size fractions of Apollo soil 1& and Uvee Luna soils that the spectral properties of the fine 
fraction (parhcles d 5 p  or c 4 5 p )  are most equivalent to the spectral properties of the bulk soil. The Pieters et 
al. study, however, did not separate particles less than 2 5 p  in diameter and thus did not address the role of the 
very finest fraction -- particles <lOpm. In the current study, the soils are sieved to cl-. The spectral properties 
of the c 2 0 p ,  10-20pm and c1Opm fractions are found to be notably different from each other and from the 
systematics that characterize the spectral properties of the larger size fractions. Particles in the 10-2Op.m range 
exhibit among the steepest continuum slopes of the size fraction suite, and are characterized by slightly more 
prominent absorption bands than the bulk soil. The spectral properties of the c10p.m fraction are the most unique - 
- characterized by a distinct flattenin towards longer wavelengths and exhibiting virtually no l p  and 2p.m 
absorption features. Measurement of f e <lOpm fraction at forward scattering geomeuies as well as with various 
surface textures yields spectra of similar shape, indicating that the spectral character of the c10pm fraction is an 
inherent property of the material and not dominantly a sam le surface effect. P ODticalmodeling: Shown in Fig. 2 are spectra o the bulk c1000p1 soils 61221,67701 and 64801. As 
described above, the fundamental assumption of this analysis is that these soils can be considered to represent 
different stages of soil evolution. To analyze the variation of optical properties with exposure, a model of the 
following form was developed: 

(1-k*(70-5)) 
In(&,* 1 0 )  = (ln(Rc=mat* 1OO)) 

where [ equals the value of I#&, Rc equals the reflectance of a soil of [ I#& at a given wavelength, R5Zmat is 
the reflectance at the same wavelength of a mature soil of the same chemical composition, and k is an "optical 
alteration constant" for the given wavelength. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that soils are at an 
"optical steady-state" at Is/Fe0270 ([=70 for Is/Fe02-70; see (8)). Performing a grid search to solve for k (and 
RgZmat) using the spectra and I P e O  values of the three soils in Fig. 2 as model inputs, the optical alteration 
constant curve illustrated in Fig. 3 was calculated. Use of the natural log of the reflectance rather than the 
reflectance alone appears to linearize the change of optical path length resulting from varying absorption 
coefficient; consequently, the optical alteration constant curve exhibits little to no residual absorption features. 
Using reflectance instead results in a curve for k which exhibits significant absorption features -- unrealistic for the 
concept of k as a rate constant in the model above. 
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Employing the optical alteration constant k in a forward modeling sense, a suite of spectra can then be 
calculated representing the optical evolutionary states of a soil of composition similar to soils 61221,67701 and 
64801 (Fig. 4). The optical alteration constant calculated for the three soils in Fig. 2, however, is not directly 
applicable to soils of other compositions (not shown). This indicates that the model in its present form requires 
modification in order to describe the optical alteration of lunar soils in a more generic manner. Nevertheless, this 
malysis shows extreme promise for providing the ability to normalize and eventually remove the optical 
conhibution due to exposure at the lunar surface. This in turn will ultimately lead to the fundamentally important 
capability to accurately quantify lunar surface composition using remote visible and near-infixed spectroscopy. 
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Fig. 1: S p e m  of bulk soil 67701 and size fractions @ Fi 2: Spbcm of bulk soils 61221. 67701 and 64801. 
i=30° do. Particle size is shown in microns on the $a m ~ v m ~ d  for these a d y s s  is shown a right 
right. The fraction is excluded for clarity. (R.V. Morris. unpublished dm). 
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Fig. 3: The "optical alteration constant" k calculated 
for the soils shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 4: A suite of calculated spectra (solid lines) 
representing the optical evolutionary states of the 
Apollo 16 soil suite. Dashed spectra are actual bulk soil 
spectra (see Fig. 2). IJF& is given on the right Actual 
and calculated spectra for I#e0=78 are identical. 
Slight misfit results from the relative redness of 67701. 
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